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Social advertisers receive creative on-demand and at scale. Our in-house creative studio
delivers an endless supply of new videos and images for:

How It Works 
 Creative brief is written.
 We audit your creative history and performance. We’ll research your competitors too.
 Prototype videos and images are prepared for your review using our Trello-like UI.
 If approved, we offer 1-click publishing to Facebook, Instagram and Google UAC.

Why Consumer Acquisition
 We know social advertising: $1 billion in spend managed and 300,000 creatives produced.
 Benchmark internal teams and remove tunnel vision to run at peak efficiency.
 Simplified creative reviews gather and centralize feedback to unify communication.
 Integrated ad builder allows for ease launch thousands of videos and audiences quickly.
 Free creative analytic platform displays rolled up data, drills down to uncover insights
 and recommended ad launches.
 Free access to Shutterstock’s library of over 180 million images and videos.

CREATIVE STUDIO

JESSICA HASENPLAUGH HEAD OF USER ACQUISITION WOOGA
Consumer Acquisition has been a gamechanger for June’s Journey. Their knowledge of Facebook creative and media buying drove scale and 
profitably to new levels for us. Their structured creative testing process has been instrumental in discovering new ideas to sustain volume. We’ve 
expanded our relationship with them to 3 other titles in our portfolio. I can definitely recommend Consumer Acquisition.

BRENT ORFORD  EVP, MARKETING, EMBER ENTERTAINMENT MEOW MATCH
“Consumer Acquisition was instrumental in scaling Meow Match Android worldwide and hit another homerun with our subsequent iOS rollout.  The 
team at Consumer Acquisition consistently delivers on weekly creative refreshes and audience testing, utilizing a results-driven strategy that has 
increased revenue and installs while keeping costs low.  We look forward to continued success launching our next title.”

DIRECTOR OF USER ACQUISITIONAAYUSH SAKYA GSN
“We engaged with ConsumerAcquisition to drive mobile app install ads on Instagram while delivering ROAS targets. Through vigorous creative testing 
and an effective approach to intraday optimization, ConsumerAcquisition was able to quickly hit our ROAS targets and earned additional budget as a 
result. I’m very happy with the services provided by ConsumerAcquisition and would strongly recommend them to other mobile app advertisers.”

ACQUISITIONS MANAGERKATE PALMER LUCKTASTIC
“We struggled getting Facebook to work on our own. After only a month, ConsumerAcquisition scaled our volume and lowered our cost per registra-
tion -59%. Their Creative Studio cranked out fresh new ads which reduced fatigue and improved our KPIs. If you’re looking to profitably scale 
Facebook advertising, wehighly recommend this team. ”

TESTIMONIALS

$99 For Your First Video

1-month contract 3-month contract 3-month contract 3-month contract

$5,000 monthly commitment $5,000 monthly commitment $15,000 monthly commitment $25,000 monthly commitment

$200 per Image $150 per Image $100 per Image $77 per Image

4 videos per month or
mix and match w/images

5 videos per month or
mix and match w/images

21 videos per month or
mix and match w/images

44 videos per month or
mix and match w/images

$1,250 $1,000 $714 $570
per video      per video      per video      per video      

Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4

Overview


